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SO, WHAT IS MYSA?
mee-sah

(v.) To be engaged in an activity that is 
comfortable or pleasurable.
ex. A cat lying in the sun.

Culture is the invisible bond that ties people together. 
Cultural values are the founding principles of our life: 
it shapes our behavior, thinking, and personality. By 

understanding cultures other than our own, we become 
more in tune with the rich social fabric of our world.

Unfortunately, most people in the United States are 
only exposed to different cultures in places like this. 
Most often taught through language courses, the 

world’s array of culture is studied through monotone 
lectures and quizzes in the classroom. There are limited 
opportunities for truly immersive learning, until now...

Welcome to Mysa, a new way to have face-to-face 
cultural experiences in your neighborhood. Mysa 

connects people from diverse backgrounds to improve 
cultural competency through practical speaking and  
in-person interaction all while creating community.  
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OUR VISION

OUR MISSION
Mysa connects native speakers and self-

motivated learners of various languages in 
order to improve language skills through 

practical speaking and in-person interaction.

Our vision is to create a community 
passionate about learning, speaking, and 

understanding other languages and cultures 
through meaningful relationships
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RESEARCH LIT-REVIEW

 • What is the role of speaking in language learning? (versus writing,  
listening, grammar, etc.)

 • Is speaking with native speakers more valuable than speaking with  
fellow learners? Why or why not?

 • To what extent is language a cultural artifact? How does learning a 
language provide insight into culture? 

 • What motivates the learning of a second language? Does that  
motivation differ per native language? 

 • What reduces speaking anxiety? To what extent does it inhibit  
language learning? 

 • What motivates native speakers for sharing/ teaching their language?

Speech Anxiety

Activity Theory

Language + CultureResearch Questions

Language Exchanges

https://www.languagesoftware.net/blog/how-to-overcome-second-language-speaking-anxiety/

https://www.learning-theories.com/activity-theory.html

https://www.languagemagazine.com/blurring-the-line-between-language-and-culture/

http://www.japanese-language.aiyori.org/nonsense2.html

Activity Theory is a framework that considers the entire system 
beyond a single user. This theory takes environment, history of the 
person, culture, the role of artifacts, motivations, complexity of real 
life actions into account when analyzing. The unit of analysis is  
motivated activity directed at a goal.

Speech anxiety, more specifically in our case foreign language 
anxiety, is especially problematic for learners of a second language. 
It involves the fear of failure, insecurity in one’s knowledge, and lack 
of confidence to community in that language. However, it can be 
managed, and out solution intends to do that.

To learn a language is to learn about a culture. By learning a second 
language a person gains cultural understanding + empathy, allowing 
society to bridge the gaps between communities.

Its important to remember that language exchanges are most suc-
cessful when used for practicing, not learning. Many problems arise 
with human-to-human language exchanges. With so many lan-
guages, there isn’t always a guarantee that you’ll find someone who 
speaks your target language, especially if that language is obscure. 
Secondly, all accents are different. Thirdly, not every native speaker 
can teach.
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Language Acquisition

UHK Conversation Exchanges

Duolingo

Babbel

News in Slow

American School System

https://www.teachingenglish.org.uk/article/communicative-approach
https://www.teachingenglish.org.uk/article/humanistic

Taking Control: Autonomy in Language Learning 
by By Richard Pemberton, Edward S.L. Li, Winnie W.F. Or, Herbert D. Pierson

https://www.duolingo.com/

https://www.babbel.com/

http://www.newsinslow.com/

http://www.newsinslow.com/

There are several different methods of language acquisition, but our 
service would be based upon two of those methods. The commu-
nicative approach puts an emphasis on speaking before grammar, 
and emphasizes that pronunciation is more meaningful than gram-
mar. The humanistic approach is based on the idea that language is 
learned by practice, not rules and uses imitation to learn a language 
(orally and written).

The University of Hong Kong did a study on conversation exchanges. 
The rules were simple: you and your partner had to talk in English for 
half of the time and in Cantonese for the second half. After the study 
ended, they found several factors that attributed to the success of a 
conversation exchange partnership. Those being the organization 
and structure of conversation and whether or not a pair got stuck 
while talking, inadequate language skills where one person might 
dominate a conversation because of their superior knowledge of a 
language, comfort with the language partner, and the trouble of find-
ing a time and location to meet that worked for both participants.

We spent some time looking at other language learning apps and 
what makes them successful and what they lack that our service will 
provide. Duolingo provides gamification of language learning, the 
ability to read, speak, write, and listen, however there is no human-to 
human interaction that helps with understanding culture.

Babbel is doing interesting things that other language apps are not 
where it focuses on conversation rather than vocabulary or gram-
mar. Babbel uses AI for conversation and is voiced by native speak-
ers. However, AI is not true conversation and it lacks personality that 
helps people fall in love and stick to a language. Having a real human 
to talk to also introduces culture in a natural way.

News in slow has an interesting concept where a user is able to lis-
ten to real news stories in their target language slowed down so that 
a new speaker can more easily understand. This introduces some 
culture into language learning, but has no interactivity features so the 
users isn’t actively using the target language.

“Less than 1 percent of American adults today are proficient in a for-
eign language that they studied in a U.S. classroom.” The American 
school system fails its students in teaching languages. However, this 
is not always the teacher’s fault. Schools have limited funding and 
time and language is often put behind other disciplines like sciences 
and maths.
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Socio-Educational Model of Second Language Acquisition Motivation

Attitudes:
towards the learning situ-
ation through teachers, 
environment, and peers

integrative motivation

instrumental motivation

Formal

Informal

Motivators

Social
Variables

Personal
Variables

History
Integrativiness: 

language learning to 
get psychologically 
closer to its culture

Other 
Factors

Language 
Aptitude

Jobs, school, promotion, etc

Non-Linguistic: 
language anxiety, 

willingness to speak

Factors from self instruction 
promoting intrinsic motivation:

- Awareness of needs and goals
- Perceived relevance of course
- Self-esteem in decision-making
- Degree of freedom 
- Membership of supportive group with 
   increased empathy and reduced inhibitions 
- Troubleshooting procedures

Other 
Motivation

RESEARCH S.E.M.S.L.A.M.
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Croissant is a monthly co-working membership, technology, and app 
that provides creative entrepreneurs, freelancers, and small busi-
nesses access to the best shared workspaces in New York City, Los 
Angeles, San Francisco, Boston, and Washington DC. Why have a 
single workplace when there are so many great collaborative places 
to work?

“The purpose is to reimagine ‘networking,’ and put people in a space 
where they can collaborate, problem solve, and build genuine con-
nections while they’re in a space together.”

We wanted to capture the sense of community that Croissant cre-
ates and apply it to culture and language rather than working. We 
wanted to create a service and a space that would instantly make 
people feel welcome and at ease, lowering the chance of speech 
anxiety, and increasing the chance of meaningful relationships and 
more insightful conversations. Looking at Croissant’s business model 
and service as a whole helped us determine the need for a physical 
space as well as the need for both one-on-one, small group, and 
large group meetings and events to fit everyone’s needs.

RESEARCH CASE STUDY
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PROCESS SERVICE MAPPING
As a group, we spent a lot of time making mind maps and 
concept maps trying to get a better understanding of what 
exactly we were trying to create. We were all pretty much on 
the same page when it came to the actual service we were 
providing, but we had to figure out the behind the scenes 
details, and how all of our touchpoints would work together. 
We also mapped out who our service would serve, and the 
motivations of each of our different users and stakeholders. 
This helped us pinpoint our touchpoints and our branding.
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PROCESS BRANDING
We all wanted the same things when it came to our brand. 
We wanted our brand to be welcoming, worldly, and cheerful 
with a cheeky undertone to add more character to our 
brand. It took us some time to find a name that we were all 
satisfied with, We decided early on that we didn’t want to go 
in a cliché route and reference language in our names with 
roots like lex, lingua, and instead wanted to focus on the 
atmosphere and community that our brand would create. We 
wanted a short word that was easy to say and didn’t have any 
common associations.
We finally landed on the name Mysa and then began 
ideating logotypes and logos that would fit with our brand 
characteristics. We quickly found a color theme that we all 
agreed with and felt fit our brand, but the logo took a bit 
longer. We are glad we didn’t stick with our original logo, but 
we think all of our ideations helped us figure out what was 
and what wasn’t working in our logotype to make our final 
the best  that we could. 
The timeline below shows our process to the final logo.
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PROCESS APP WIREFRAMES
The app was one of our major touchpoints, as most of the 
interactions between our users would occur on the app. We 
created a task flow and lo-fi wireframes for the app as a group 
to be sure that we accounted for all the key jobs of the app 
and had more input on the best way to create community on 
a digital platform. 
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PROCESS FIRST DRAFT TOUCHPOINTS
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Josefina Rivera
“The Abuelita”

Motivations/Goals: 
 • Natural storyteller and teacher

 • Passionate about sharing her culture and language

 • Proud of her heritage

 • Wants something to do in her free time that satisfies these 
interests

Frustrations:
 • Her reach is limited, can’t find people that are interested in 
 hearing what she has to say

 • Feels as though her friends and family need to branch out more

Age: 70
Occupation: Retired Nurse
Learning Style: Prefers one-on-one 
casual conversation in a quiet location

Scenario:

Josefina’s parents immigrated to the U.S. from Mexico when she was little and 

growing up she learned to speak both Spanish and English. She loves that her par-

ents carried on the traditions of their home country in their family, and feels great 

pride in her heritage. Now that she has retired from a long career as a nurse, she 

feels obligated to share that love of her culture with younger generations. How-

ever, she wishes that she could reach more people outside of just her family, and 

doesn’t have a way to do that. She feels like the more people she can share her 

culture with, the bigger her family grows.

PERSONAS
We created seven different personas to help us understand 
the different motivations that people have to learn a language 
and become involved in a culture, or to share their language 
and culture. These personas were especially helpful when 
designing our space and thinking about the different learning 
styles and levels of involvement our users are going to have. 
We wanted to serve people with varying levels of interest 
from super involved in learning to a bit skeptical of Mysa, 
and these personas informed our decisions on particular 
touchpoints, specifically events.
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Motivations/Goals: 
 • Studied German in High School

 • Doesn’t have time in her class schedule to continue learning    
German formally

 • Passionate about the language, interested in the culture

 • Wants to improve her speaking skills

Frustrations:
 • Has no one to practice her German with

 • Doesn’t know where to experience German culture in her city

Motivations/Goals: 
 • Wants to learn English to fit in more with American society

 • Has immigrated not too long ago from India

Frustrations:
 • Does not have enough money to go to school to learn English

 • Main priority is for his family, wife and children, not learning 
English

Age: 22
Occupation: Grad Student
Learning Style: Prefers casual small 
group discussions

Age: 34
Occupation: Information Technology
Learning Style: Prefers one-on-one 
formal conversations.

Scenario:

Annabel studied German for four years in high school and loved it. Her teach-

er was one of the best and he inspired her to keep pursuing her interest in the 

language on her own. Now that she’s in college, her class schedule doesn’t allow 

her to be taking German classes and she feels like she’s losing a lot of her speak-

ing skills. Although she’s fairly proficient, she knows that if she doesn’t practice, 

eventually she’ll forget everything that she’s learned. She wishes there was a way 

she could find a German speaker to practice with, so that she can keep improving. 

She wants to find a community of like-minded people who are passionate about 

language learning, just like her. 

Scenario:

Ritwik came to America to give his children a better life.  He knows minimal En-

glish, enough to get him by for his job.  He is very knowledgeable when it comes 

to IT.  He has younger children and wants to focus on their education and save up 

money for them rather than spending his money on schooling to learn English.  

He wants to better his English after his job so he can also encourage his children 

to embrace American culture.

Annabel McNeil 
“The Hobbyist”

Ritwik Pavan 
“The Immigrant”
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Oliver Mills
“The Traveler”

Ellen Lombardi 
“The Ladder Climber”

Motivations/Goals: 
 • Studying abroad Czech Republic

 • Wants to learn Czech customs and traditions

 • Doesn’t need to be proficient, just wants a basic understanding

 • Wants to feel cultured

Frustrations:
 • University doesn’t currently offer this service

 • Is busy with school, so can’t devote a lot of time

 • Has a short time period to learn the language (3 months)

Motivations/Goals: 
 • Being promoted to the Director of Public Relations at her company

 • Having good relationships with foreign coworkers

Frustrations:
 • Short amount of time to learn language

 • Needs to learn for job promotion

 • Needs to focus on conversational vocab (specific to her business) 
rather than grammar or useless nouns.

Age: 19
Occupation: Student
Learning Style: Prefers small to medium 
groups in casual settings 

Age: 48
Occupation: Public Relations Manager
Learning Style: Prefers small groups 
with a designated leader.

Scenario:

Oliver is an avid traveler and often spends his summers on foreign adventures. 

Oliver has been planning on studying abroad for over a year now, and is very ex-

cited to be going to the Czech Republic in the spring. After being accepted to his 

program, and applying for his visa, he realizes that he knows little about the Czech 

culture. However, he is in the middle of a busy semester and leaves in a short 

three months. He doesn’t have the money or time to find a class or tutor outside 

of the university and wants to enjoy learning about the Czech culture. He wants 

to soak as much in before he leaves as to lessen the culture shock when he arrives 

in the Czech Republic.

Scenario:

Becoming a director of PR at her company means Ellen needs to work one-on-

one with all its branches nationally and with the branches stationed throughout 

France. She feels like learning French will give her the upper hand when applying 

for a promotion but she doesn’t have the time to enroll in classes as she takes on 

more tasks at the office. Because she has communicated with the international 

branches on and off over her career, she knows a basic amount of vocab but most 

of the business done at her level is in English. This new job would require main-

taining a good relationship with the offices abroad so conversations are important. 
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Motivations/Goals: 
 • Sees the current climate of our country and wants to make  

a difference

 • Understands the importance of America being a melting pot

 • Wants to encourage others to open their minds to new cultures

Frustrations:
 • Sees a gap between immigrant cultures and the American culture

 • There is a stigma of immigrants in America

 • Doesn’t want to lose culture or assimilate other cultures

Motivations/Goals: 
 • Wants to learn more about family/cultural background

 • Passionate about family tradition that is passed down

 • Wants to be able to understand the language at family events

 • Wants to be able to pass it down to her kids/generations to come

Frustrations:
 • Family did not teach her, was supposed to when she was younger

 • Wants to learn, specific to dialect where family is from in Portugal

Age: 26
Occupation: Vice President of Marketing
Learning Style: Prefers large group 
meetings and open discussions.

Age: 24
Occupation: Office Manager
Learning Style: Prefers formal 
conversations in a quiet setting.

Scenario:

Lucas has been working with The Korea Society for a while and was recently pro-

moted to Vice President of Marketing. He is proud of the strong sense of comrad-

ery that The Korean Society has created within the Korean community and wants 

to share that culture within (CITY). He believes that showcasing the Korean culture 

to others will help develop a more positive understanding of the Korean com-

munity among those who do not belong to it. Creating events that brought this 

community to life would further affirm that he was doing good in the world.

Scenario:

Sue pretty much all her life has been wanting to speak Portuguese because it is 

important to her family.  Her dad’s aunts and uncles grew up and Portugal and 

emigrated to America, learning English.  Her dad’s aunts and uncles have always 

taught the following generation Portuguese to keep the tradition/their culture 

alive.  However, her dad’s brother forgot how to speak English so now the gener-

ation before her as well as her generation does not know Portuguese.  At family 

functions, majority of the family speaks Portuguese and she wants to be more 

proud and apart of her family.

Sue Ribeiro 
“The Genealogist”

Jung Sun 
“The SJW”
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Sees promotion 
for a cultural event.

Visits website for 
more information.

Finds more information about 
certain event and plans to go.

Goes to the event and pays 
for a ticket at the door. 

Connects with other guests�
at the cultural event

The website houses the overview 
of Mysa: what we do, what we’re 
about, our mission, and vision. It 
also provides basic information 
regarding events, locations, and 
ambassadors.

Upon arrival at Mysa, the user 
must buy a ticket if not already 
purchased on the app and are 
given a physical ticket to keep 
as a token of the brand.

At the cultural event, the user is 
exposed to the Mysa community 
and able to talk and connect 
with people who share similar 
interests or cultural identity, 
ensuring a sense of comfort.

Uses the app to set up a meeting 
within the space with a partner.

Leaves event with 
promotional sticker

Connects with other users and 
adds “friends”on Mysa.

Encouraged by signage and �
ambassadors to download Mysa.

Not only does Mysa provide 
planned events, but also promotes 
natural interaction and learning of 
cultures through real life human- 
to-human conversations. 

The core function of our service 
lives on the app which helps to 
connect people for cultural 
conversation exchanges and 
community building.

Adding friends can be done 
manually, or by scanning a Mysa 
code individual to each user. 
These friends then become part 
of your network and the greater 
community.

A promotional sticker would help 
spread our brand, but also create 
a feeling of community if these 
stickers are recognized outside 
of Mysa.

Meets partner in the space for a 
conversation exchange

Engages with the community 
within the space.

Contributes to the participatory 
design installation in the space

Leaves space with better sense 
of culture and community.

Uses app to plan future �
cultural exchanges and events.

Mysa provides a comfortable 
environment that promotes 
natural conversations in any 
possible language and reduces 
stinted growth as a result of 
speech anxiety.

A participatory design installation 
within Mysa serves as a visual 
representation of the variety of 
cultures that exist within a city 
and enforces community.

Once the user has the app down-
loaded and a network of people 
and communities established, they 
become more engaged both on 
Mysa and in Mysa.

Along with a comfortable 
environment, Mysa also provides 
an open community of Ambas-
sadors that are always willing to 
unstick a conversation or provide 
their own insight.

Branding

Service

Interaction

USER JOURNEY MAP
Our user journey map lays out the timeline of when a user might 
interact with out different touchpoints. We recognize that each 
user would have a different sequence of interactions, but our map 
lays out sort of the best case scenario of a new user interacting 
with our brand from having no knowledge of what Mysa is or what 
we do, to being a frequent user and active participant in the Mysa 
community at large.

Below is an adapted version of the Audience Receptivity Gradient 
that maps out the audiences that our touchpoints are geared 
towards. There is some overlap with out touchpoints depending 
on how that touchpoint is being used and how often a user is 
interacting with that touchpoint.

Ready to 
Know

Ready to 
Hold an Opinion

Ready to 
Act

Ready to 
Advocate

Promotional Materials
Website

Website
First event

App
Space

Continual Use
Participatory Design
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Sees promotion 
for a cultural event.

Visits website for 
more information.

Finds more information about 
certain event and plans to go.

Goes to the event and pays 
for a ticket at the door. 

Connects with other guests�
at the cultural event

The website houses the overview 
of Mysa: what we do, what we’re 
about, our mission, and vision. It 
also provides basic information 
regarding events, locations, and 
ambassadors.

Upon arrival at Mysa, the user 
must buy a ticket if not already 
purchased on the app and are 
given a physical ticket to keep 
as a token of the brand.

At the cultural event, the user is 
exposed to the Mysa community 
and able to talk and connect 
with people who share similar 
interests or cultural identity, 
ensuring a sense of comfort.

Uses the app to set up a meeting 
within the space with a partner.

Leaves event with 
promotional sticker

Connects with other users and 
adds “friends”on Mysa.

Encouraged by signage and �
ambassadors to download Mysa.

Not only does Mysa provide 
planned events, but also promotes 
natural interaction and learning of 
cultures through real life human- 
to-human conversations. 

The core function of our service 
lives on the app which helps to 
connect people for cultural 
conversation exchanges and 
community building.

Adding friends can be done 
manually, or by scanning a Mysa 
code individual to each user. 
These friends then become part 
of your network and the greater 
community.

A promotional sticker would help 
spread our brand, but also create 
a feeling of community if these 
stickers are recognized outside 
of Mysa.

Meets partner in the space for a 
conversation exchange

Engages with the community 
within the space.

Contributes to the participatory 
design installation in the space

Leaves space with better sense 
of culture and community.

Uses app to plan future �
cultural exchanges and events.

Mysa provides a comfortable 
environment that promotes 
natural conversations in any 
possible language and reduces 
stinted growth as a result of 
speech anxiety.

A participatory design installation 
within Mysa serves as a visual 
representation of the variety of 
cultures that exist within a city 
and enforces community.

Once the user has the app down-
loaded and a network of people 
and communities established, they 
become more engaged both on 
Mysa and in Mysa.

Along with a comfortable 
environment, Mysa also provides 
an open community of Ambas-
sadors that are always willing to 
unstick a conversation or provide 
their own insight.
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BRANDING TYPOGRAPHY
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BRANDING LOGO + USE
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BRANDING COLOR + VISUAL STYLE
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BRANDING LANGUAGE + TONE
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PROMOTIONAL MATERIALS
The main source of promotion for Mysa would come in the form 
of posters. While smaller merchandise items might spark a one-on-
one conversation about our brand, posters are geared towards a 
wider audience to pique interest about what we do. The language 
on the posters suggest conversation and hint at the speech anxiety 
that often comes with learning and speaking a new language. 
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WEBSITE
The Mysa website serves as a home-base for all things Mysa. 
While most interactions occur on the app or within the space, 
the website hosts all the information about what Mysa is and 
encourages users to download the app and try it for themselves. 
We designed the website to be geared towards users who are 
ready to know, but not necessarily ready to act. 

Here users can find information about the Mysa as a business and 
brand, the language ambassadors, the events within the Mysa 
spaces, the locations of the Mysa spaces, and can contact Mysa 
with questions, concerns, or more information. 
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WEBSITE STRUCTURE
Homepage About Us Our People Events Locations Contact Us

The Homepage gives basic 
information about Mysa. As 
the first page a user would 
visit, it shows what Mysa is 
in a few snapshots through 
photographs, a elevator 
pitch, and users’ stories. It 
also prompts the user to 
download the app to try it 
for themselves.

The Events page gives an 
overview of upcoming 
events at the Mysa spaces. 
These can be filtered by 
location and provide an 
easy entrance point to the 
Mysa community. Events 
are geared towards people 
who are ready to hold 
an opinion, but may not 
be ready to become fully 
involved in Mysa.

The About Us page 
provides a bit more in 
depth description of what 
Mysa is and what we do. 
It introduces the user to 
our mission and our vision 
at Mysa and promotes the 
community and learning 
style that Mysa fosters

The Locations page shows 
users where the nearest 
Mysa space is and gives 
basic information for those 
locations. As Mysa grows, 
this page would grow along 
with it. Having a map that 
pinpoints our locations 
helps users visualize our 
expanding service.

The Our People page 
introduces the user to the 
language ambassadors 
of Mysa. These language 
ambassadors facilitate the 
comforting atmosphere 
at Mysa spaces and serve 
as language guides within 
the space to help speakers 
if a conversation gets 
overwhelming or difficult. 

The Contact Us page gives 
users an easy access to 
Mysa headquarters. Users 
would be able to submit 
questions, suggestions, and 
concerns regarding Mysa 
thus creating a sense of 
conversation even on with 
our digital presence. The 
Contact Us page also offers 
our headquarter phone 
number, address, email, and 
Twitter handle to help users 
stay in the Mysa loop.
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APP CREATING A PROFILE

The Mysa app carries a great deal of the 
grunt work of what Mysa does. Its where 
users go to find conversation partners, 
schedule meetings, join language groups, 
and buy tickets for events.

Beyond typical profile information, Mysa 
asks users to input cultural interests and 
conversation size preference to give users a 
customized and greater experience.
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APP CREATING A PROFILE

Giving more personalized information 
on your proficiency and interests in the 
cultures that you’ve chosen allows Mysa 
to find the best fits for you. When finding 
a friend to have a conversation with, this 
information will be used to find common 
ground and spark a conversation.
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At Mysa, we understand that culture is 
more than just language, so we wanted 
to make sure that all aspects of a culture 
were accounted for and users could chose 
what aspects of both their own and other 
cultures they know a lot about or would 
like to learn more about.
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APP HOME SCREEN

The home screen is the place to explore 
cultures that are around you. You can 
see upcoming events and schedule 
conversations at the Mysa space. From 
the home screen, you can access culture 
boards and subscribe to see updates for 
those cultures and communities.
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APP EVENT TICKETS

After you’ve found an event that you’re 
interested in, Mysa allows you to purchase 
a ticket within the app to show at the 
door. Mysa also covers the cost of your 
first event so you can start building a 
community quickly and easily without 
feeling pressure from a new situation.
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APP FINDING A FRIEND

Finding a friend to practice your language 
skills with is easy. Mysa uses your 
preferences and feedback to suggest the 
best fits for you. After getting acquainted, 
you can schedule a meet up at Mysa to 
start a conversation exchange with the 
single tap of a button. 
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APP SCANNING A CODE

Mysa friend codes allow you to quickly 
connect with another user. Whether you 
meet them at an event or on the street, 
that friend will be only a few taps away 
making scheduling simple and streamlined. 
Each person has a unique Mysa code so 
you’re sure to find who your looking for.
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APP SCHEDULING A MEETING

Finding a time that works best for you and 
your friend is simple with Mysa. Especially 
with larger groups, finding overlaps in an 
inputted schedule streamlines the process. 
Simply input your availability and Mysa 
does the rest. Find a time that overlaps with 
your partner and schedule a meeting.
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Once you and your friend have scheduled 
a meeting, you can add it to your personal 
calendar, and will receive notifications 
when your meeting is about to start. 
Notifications are used to remind you of 
events and your scheduled meetings and 
can be customized to fit your needs.
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When discussing our idea, it became apparent early on that a 
physical space would be a key component of our proposal. With 
our research on speech anxiety and conversation exchanges, we 
felt that it was necessary to include a space that made people 
feel more comfortable and enhance a sense of community within 
Mysa. When ideating the space, we came up with key objectives 
that the space would fulfill and therefore make it a useful addition 
to our business.

We wanted our space to get away from the classical classroom 
environment, and provide a place where someone can feel 
comfortable learning a language. We also wanted our space to 
provide a place where someone can stay for a while without 
feeling guilty for taking up space. We envision that conversation 
would lightly guided by ambassadors within the space, to help 
people feel less intimidated by speaking a new language. 

Understanding the limitations of rural and even small cities, 
we imagine that Mysa would be most successful in an urban 
metropolitan area, where the public transportation is well 
established  and the a greater network of cultures already exists. 
Our Mysa spaces would be located in close proximity to a subway 
or metro station and would be set up as a co-working/community 
center space with a café to encourage conversation.

In order to accommodate multiple types of conversations we 
designed our space to have many areas of comfortable seating in 
different arrangements. The tables would be able to fit both one-
on-one and group conversations and could be pushed and pulled 
apart as needed. There would also be a bar in each location where 
culturally diverse drinks and food would be served.

In order to make sure that each learner is getting their needs 
met we have glass partitions set up, creating rooms made from 
glass doors. These would be used for conversationalists that want 
to focus more on the conversation and block out the noise of 
everyone else in the space. These glass doors are collapsible, so 
they are able to fold against the spaces’ walls when they aren’t 
needed.

We also found it extremely important that our space be versatile 
and our furniture easily movable to create alternate layouts for 
cultural events. To the right is the general set up for everyday use 
of the space. This would vary from location to location, but the 
general concept would be similar to what is displayed on the right.

SPACE GUIDELINES
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SPACE LAYOUT
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FOREIGN FILM NIGHT

SALSA DANCING NIGHT

This configuration is example of what the space might look like for 
a foreign film night. We would use the chairs and couches to create 
a theater set up that could again be rearranged after the movie for 
discussion or just casual conversation afterwards. Tables would 
be pushed to the sides to hold beverages and snacks during the 
movies, or stored in the back room to reduce clutter. 

This configuration is example of what the space might look like 
for a salsa dancing night. The entire space would be cleared out to 
provide the most open space for dancing. Glass partitions would 
be flattened against the walls and any unnecessary chairs and 
tables would be stored in the back room. 



MENU

PUNCH CARDS

In order to make our business profitable, we 
chose to include a cultural cafe that would 
feature drinks from around the world. The 
menu would change seasonally, but would have 
potential to keep customer favorites. The menu 
would also be a way to appeal to first time guests 
who don’t know what Mysa is and increase user 
retention. 

Our punch cards serve as a reward system for 
loyal customers. They also keep our users coming 
back to fill up their punch card. We also used the 
punch card to emphasize our brand with the 
language and tone being welcoming and friendly.
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SPACE PARTICIPATORY DESIGN
The participatory design exhibit is a way for people to interact 
with the Mysa space itself. A prompt would be written on the wall 
that would engage people to approach the wall, write an answer 
to the prompt on a card provided beneath the prompt in either 
the language they are learning or a language that they are more 
comfortable with. These cards would be hung beside the prompt 
for people to read and reflect on. 

The goal of the participatory design is to push the Mysa 
community and connect communities within Mysa. We also 
wanted it to get people talking, and make people comfortable 
within the space. Because of the mission of Mysa, we found it 
important that it not only work across multiple languages, but 
celebrate all the cultures that exist within Mysa. The space also 
gives insight to what Mysa is to people who might just wander into 
our space without prior knowledge of Mysa.



WHEN I 
GROW UP...
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MERCHANDISE
Merchandise lets users take the Mysa brand home with them and 
show it off to the world. Hopefully it will spread the Mysa name 
and get people talking about learning languages. Items such as 
mugs, t-shirts, bags, and pens would be available. These items 
would also be used within the space. Mugs and glasses used to 
serve our global drinks would be branded, and each table would 
have a collection of writing utensils to help facilitate conversations 
and explain new words and ideas. 



T-SHIRTS NOTEPADS TOTE BAGS

MUGS HATS
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EVENTS
Mysa events allow people to get together and perform a cultural 
activity within the Mysa space. Cultural activities are part of 
learning a language that aren’t really taught in formal classroom 
settings but are important in learning the whole language. These 
events are set up by language ambassadors, and are opportunities 
to collaborate with local cultural organizations and communities.

These events are advertised on the app, as well as through 
printed posters, mailouts, and word of mouth. These would also 
serve as a source of revenue for Mysa to help keep our language 
learning service free. These cultural events can range from 
culinary evenings, celebrating national holidays and events such 
as Oktoberfest, the Super Bowl or Day of the Dead, or teaching 
cultural quirk understanding (ex. tipping, eye contact, etc.).



EVENT TICKETS

EVENT POSTERS
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